
Join the 
WEEE scheme that sets 
the standard for lighting
Our commitment to the circular economy, 
our tangible passion for sustainability and 
the environment, our low charges, and our 
unparalleled collection, reuse, and recycling 
services put us in a class of our own.
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Recolight o�ers a straightforward approach to 
charging in contrast to the complexities of 
traditional WEEE schemes. The Recolight approach 
is to apply a flat, per lamp, or per luminaire charge, 
based on actual in-year sales. This is simple to build 
into your budget, and means Recolight Members 
do not need to be concerned about the 
consequences of market share and WEEE target 
changes, or the compliance fee.

You can be assured you will get the best advice 
from Recolight; the specialist, not for profit, 
lighting scheme for all business and household 
lighting. We fully understand the way WEEE 
impacts lighting and act to minimise the impact of 
this to your business.

The UK WEEE Regulations require you to join a 
compliance scheme to fulfil your WEEE recycling 
obligations if you put on market more than five 
tonnes of in-scope lighting equipment.

Recolight will take on your WEEE responsibility by 
financing the safe treatment of all obligated 
products at the end of life.

You are classed as a producer if you:

• Manufacture and sell electrical and electronic 
equipment under your own brand.

• Resell electrical and electronic equipment 
produced by other suppliers under your own 
brand.

• Import electrical and electronic equipment on a 
professional basis into an EU Member State. This 
includes imports into the UK from other EU 
member states.

Simple flat fee charging

You can have confidence that your 
WEEE compliance is properly and 

professionally handled

You can rely on Recolight to lobby on 
your behalf to get the regulations 

right for lighting. As Members of the 
LIA, ILP, EucoLight and WEEE Scheme 

Forum, Recolight understand Lighting 
and WEEE.

You and your customers have access 
to the UK’s most comprehensive free 
recycling service network for lamps 

and luminaires.

Recolight's team of WEEE experts are 
on hand to guide you with your 

reporting and compliance questions. 
We are your Compliance Department.

We operate as not-for-profit, to 
minimise your costs, and maximises 

funds for recycling.

Largest UK network of lamp 
collection points, including 8—open 

collection points at wholesalers.

Recycled more lighting than all other 
UK WEEE schemes combined

Extensive guidance available to 
collection partners on our website for 
the safe storage and transportation of 

WEEE lighting, along with help in 
completing the paper work.

£
£10.00

Our partners
Recolight are actively involved and affiliated with a

range of organisations who share our sustainability goals
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Recolight and the Circular Economy
There has been a noticeable shift in perceptions
around sustainability within the lighting sector. No
longer do we assume that sustainability is simply about
energy efficiency and getting our waste recycled.

Working with the lighting industry Recolight has launched key
initiatives to provide information, practical guidance, and services
to help companies transition to a circular economy.

Circular Lighting Live
One-day conference and exhibition, bringing together
leading experts and policy makers. Key takeaways
are: forthcoming standards and legislation, emerging
technologies and new circular economy business
models.

Circular Lighting Report
The industry’s online hub for all sustainability matters,
edited by Ray Molony. It brings together sustainability
news, interviews, and updates from across the industry.

Lighting Product Design Workshops
One day workshops to discuss the design criteria, regulations, and
standards to help lighting manufacturers apply and demonstrate
circular economy principles in luminaire development.

Re-use Service
Re-use of used lighting: To help encourage re-use, rather than
recycling, we can provide data regarding used fittings being
removed to potential remanufacturers. Fittings can be delivered free
of charge to remanufacturers in the UK. 
Surplus new lighting: Many manufacturers hold unsold stock.
Recolight make it easy for a manufacturer to hand over new surplus
lighting to third-parties that can put the product to good use.

Webinar series
With over 50 presenters, from across the lighting industry, we have
learnt that our industry needs to do far more to be genuinely
sustainable..

Recycling services
Free collections for lamps, commercial
luminaires, and street lighting*

Recolight offer a free-of-charge waste
lamp,  commercial luminaire, and street
lighting collection and recycling service.*
This is free for Recolight Members and their
customers. 

*Subject to Member status, minimum quantities, and fair use policy.

Waste clearance for LED luminaire projects
Recolight’s fastest growing service is the large scale,
multi-site service for the collection of the waste lamps,
luminaires, and batteries (from emergency fittings) that
arise when conventional luminaires are replaced by
LED equivalents. 

Street Lighting 
Recolight Members, and their street lighting customers
can be confident that waste lanterns are recycled
properly. 
Where Recolight Members’ lanterns represent the
majority of new lanterns supplied, Recolight will collect
all the waste that arises. That gives street lighting
depot operators a simple solution that avoids the need
for separation of waste. 

Free lamp recycling*
Recolight provides free regular collections of waste
lamps, helping Members and their customers to recycle
waste lamps as simply as possible. Collection
containers can be provided free of charge and
collection and recycling are also free. 
Recolight is the only compliance scheme that provides
eligible business customers with free storage
containers, free collections and recycling.

Operated by and on behalf of 
the lighting industry. 
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There has been a noticeable shift in perceptions around sustainability within the lighting sector. 
No longer do we assume that sustainability is simply about energy efficiency and getting our waste recycled.

Recolight has launched key initiatives to provide information, practical guidance, 
and services to help lighting companies transition to a circular economy.

 

WEBINAR SERIES
Sixteen Recolight webinars have been attended 

by 2000 people from across the lighting industry, 
helping to keep the industry, and its customers 

up to date on developments in sustainability.

CIRCULAR LIGHTING REPORT
The industry’s online hub for all matters 

sustainability, edited by Ray Molony. It brings 
together sustainability news, interviews, and 

updates from across the lighting industry.

WORKSHOPS LIGHTING PRODUCT 
DESIGN

One day workshops to discuss the design criteria, 
regulations, and standards to help lighting 

manufacturers apply and demonstrate circular 
economy principles in luminaire development.

CIRCULAR LIGHTING LIVE
One-day conference and exhibition, bringing 

together leading experts and policy makers, 
including reviews of forthcoming standards and 

legislation, emerging technologies and new 
circular economy business models.

RE-USE SERVICE
Re-use of used lighting: To help encourage 

re-use, rather than recycling, we can provide data 
regarding used fittings being removed to potential 
remanufacturers. Fittings can be delivered free of 

charge to remanufacturers in the UK. 

Surplus new lighting: Many manufacturers hold 
unsold stock. Recolight make it easy for a 

manufacturer to hand over new surplus lighting to 
third-parties that can put the product to good use.

FREE COLLECTIONS
Free collections for lamps, commercial 
luminaires, and street lighting*

Recolight o�er a free-of-charge waste lamp,  
commercial luminaire, and street lighting 
collection and recycling service. This is free for 
Recolight Members and their customers, subject 
to minimum criteria and our fair use policy. 

WASTE CLEARANCE FOR LED 
LUMINAIRE PROJECTS
Recolight’s fastest growing service is the large 
scale, multi-site service for the collection of the 
waste lamps, luminaires, and batteries (from 
emergency fittings) that arise when conventional 
luminaires are replaced by LED equivalents. 

STREET LIGHTING
Recolight members and their street lighting 
customers can be confident that waste lanterns 
are recycled properly. 

Where Recolight Members’ lanterns represent the 
majority of new lanterns supplied, Recolight will 
collect all the waste that arises

FREE LAMP RECYCLING
Recolight provides regular collections of waste 
lamps, helping Members and their customers to 
recycle waste lamps as simply as possible. 
Collection containers can be provided free of 
charge and collection and recycling are also 
free.*

Recolight is the only compliance scheme that 
provides eligible business customers with free 
storage containers, free collections and recycling.

*Subject to Member status, minimum quantities, and fair use 
policy.

Our partners
Recolight are actively involved and affiliated with a

range of organisations who share our sustainability goals
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longer do we assume that sustainability is simply about
energy efficiency and getting our waste recycled.

Working with the lighting industry Recolight has launched key
initiatives to provide information, practical guidance, and services
to help companies transition to a circular economy.

Circular Lighting Live
One-day conference and exhibition, bringing together
leading experts and policy makers. Key takeaways
are: forthcoming standards and legislation, emerging
technologies and new circular economy business
models.

Circular Lighting Report
The industry’s online hub for all sustainability matters,
edited by Ray Molony. It brings together sustainability
news, interviews, and updates from across the industry.

Lighting Product Design Workshops
One day workshops to discuss the design criteria, regulations, and
standards to help lighting manufacturers apply and demonstrate
circular economy principles in luminaire development.
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Re-use of used lighting: To help encourage re-use, rather than
recycling, we can provide data regarding used fittings being
removed to potential remanufacturers. Fittings can be delivered free
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Webinar series
With over 50 presenters, from across the lighting industry, we have
learnt that our industry needs to do far more to be genuinely
sustainable..

Recycling services
Free collections for lamps, commercial
luminaires, and street lighting*

Recolight offer a free-of-charge waste
lamp,  commercial luminaire, and street
lighting collection and recycling service.*
This is free for Recolight Members and their
customers. 

*Subject to Member status, minimum quantities, and fair use policy.

Waste clearance for LED luminaire projects
Recolight’s fastest growing service is the large scale,
multi-site service for the collection of the waste lamps,
luminaires, and batteries (from emergency fittings) that
arise when conventional luminaires are replaced by
LED equivalents. 

Street Lighting 
Recolight Members, and their street lighting customers
can be confident that waste lanterns are recycled
properly. 
Where Recolight Members’ lanterns represent the
majority of new lanterns supplied, Recolight will collect
all the waste that arises. That gives street lighting
depot operators a simple solution that avoids the need
for separation of waste. 

Free lamp recycling*
Recolight provides free regular collections of waste
lamps, helping Members and their customers to recycle
waste lamps as simply as possible. Collection
containers can be provided free of charge and
collection and recycling are also free. 
Recolight is the only compliance scheme that provides
eligible business customers with free storage
containers, free collections and recycling.


